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THE ARIZONA TOMORROW
PROJECT

Arizonans need to look ahead, to develop
a new awareness of where we are now and
where we are going. We need to better anti-
cipate the choices we will encounter in the
future and to understand the consequences
of those choices.

Therefore, in March of 1977, a non-profit
corporation caued Arizona Tomorrow, Inc.
was formed. We retained the Hudson Insti-
tute of New York to conduct a study of the
future of Arizona, focusing on the centennial
of our statehood in the year 2012. Hudson
was selected because it has successfully
undertaken future studies for Japan, Eng-
Land, France, Canada, Denmark, Norway,
Algeria, and South Korea. These countries
have benefitted from an increased aware-
ness of their future choices and they have
developed some new patterns of thought,
new plans and new visions,

Over the past two years, information from
sources all over Arizona has been carefully
gathered, analyzed and put into perspective
by Hudson. This summary presents
the higblights of the study. It should
be remembered that this is just a summary
of the totaldocument. The full study will
be published in book form during the Fall
of 1979 for wide distribution.

Hudson has been independent and objec-
tive in its preparation of the study and is
solely responsible for its content. The
members of Arizona Tbmorrow, Inc. do
not necessarily unanimously concur in all
of the conclusions of the study.

We believe that this project will encour-
age the people of Arizona to start thinking
and talking and then doing somethingabout
the future.
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The Goal of this Study
This study is a framework for speculation

on the future ol Arizona. It is not a plan.
By raising long-term or neglected issues.

we hope to encourage people to think and
talk about alternative strategies for the
future ofArizona. This needs doing. Its land-
economy, and politics are matters of direcr
importance to all concerned citizens, and
this is precisely why no rigid plan for reach-
ing 2012 is constmcted here.

This study is thus descriptive, not dirccti\.e.
Policy research ol this sort can be helpful

in formulating the more delailed planning
studies that are becoming increasingly im-
portant. Frequently, this is accomplished
simply by stimulating p€ople to think in
an integrated, creative fashion that gener-
ates good ideas.

We hope lo accomplish the following
obj ectives:

. Stimulate and stretch the imagination.
and broaden perspectives.. Present. clarify, and discuss major issues.

. Study and suggest alternative futures
that would otherwise receive little
attention.

. Create expositions, methodologies and
frameworks that will encourage further
independent investigation.. Improve communication and coopera-
tion, especially among groups that
seldom have reason to talk with each
other.

. Heighten sensitivity to patterns, trends
and crises, particularly those not yet
seen as impending problems.

. Focus realistic policy choices (including
implementation and possible unintend-
ed consequences) with emphasis on fle:-
ibility and contingency planning.

. Underscore the imporLance of having an
image of the future.



Overview of the Arizona Future
The future of Arizona will be extra-

ordinarilv a ,racrive Lo many Americans.
This fact alone makes an examination of the
forces shaping Arizona an interesting
project. But even beyond this, Arizona
offers an unusual opportunity to analyze
a much broader set ofissues. Thus,while our
work is focused mainly on Arizona and its
Southwest context, we do not thinh of it as
being solely concerned with a particular
state or region and, therefore, of little rele
vance to the rest of the nation. Although
Arizona is unique and its palticular pattern
of trends and balance of forces will not be
copied elsewhere, many ol the elements and
the spirit of Arizona will have significance
for developed nations worldwide.

Very likely the people of most developed
nations either will try to create similar
"attractive" social, economic, and recrea-
tional developmenis where they are or will
move Lo areas in which Lhey are occurring
"naturally. " In essence, this trend involves
the emergence of a comfortable, leisure
society in attractive physical surroundings
conducive to personal and family lifestyle
pursuits. The geographic location of new
growth centers will emphasize advanta-
geous climate and majestic scenery where
natural outdoor activities can be enjoyed to
their fullest, The necessary infrastructure
of modern technology will be embedded in
this society so as to enhance, protect, and
augment those features most appealing from
a lifestyle perspective, and this infrastruc-
ture will otherwise be submerged to the
natural environment. Increasingly, lifestyle
considerations and values will determine
technological expansion, making a sharp
break with the historical pattern of in-
dustria-tization that has determined the
American landscape. Of course, this oveF
all trend of a successful marriage of an
attractive environment with new technology
will be tempered by economic constraints,
yet this fundamental pattern wiU be the
dominant force in the evolution of most de-
veloped nations worldwide.

Arizona thus has a special significance for
the future, We are not cLaiming that the
Arizona lifestyle is lre lifestyle of the future.
We are saying it is a lilestyle of the future
and that it is one of the first manifestations,
or precursors, of a national and interna-
tional trend of a post-industrial marriage
between an appealing environment and new
technology where lifestyle considerations
are the central organizing principle around
which society is organized.

In effect, this represents a new synthesis
of long- held American values with the
modern necessity of economic well-being in
comfortable surroundings. Nationally,
new growth centers will emphasize a climate
advantageous to recreational pursuits,
majestic scenery, and other features enhanc-
ing a lifestyle perspective. This trend may
welJ be the singular feature of the American
movement into the post-industrial age.

Furthermore, similar movements can be
expected on the international scene. In a
recent book on the future of Japan, Herman
Kahn discusses the relevance of the Arizona
model for that nation. Tfanslated into the
Japanese context. this particular scenario
envisions the emergence of a Zen garden land-
scape that expresses long-held ideas of
the Japanese people. This notion illustrates
our contention that Arizona does indeed
have special significance for all economically
developed nations.

The following features - some occurring
abeady - will be part of Arizona as the
state approach€s its centennial celebration:

. Increasing population, reaching about
6.2 million persons in 2012.

. Continued immigration to the state by
newcomers seeking increased personal
opportunities and the attractive Arizona
Iifestyle.

. The recognized emergence of totally new
population groups will also be a fact
of maior irnportance. Arizona's "variable
population" (consisting primarily of
summer or winter visitors) will force a
reconsideration of the Federal and state
aid auotments, taxation policies, facili-
ties planning, and in the very definition
of whaL it means to be a city.



. Low-density living with sharp increases
in planned communities and second'
home ownershiP.

. A lons-Lerm trend toward rural decen-
tralization with significant growlh in
smaller cities such as Prescott, Flagstaf{
Yuma, Lake Havasu CitY, and Sedona.

. Increased recreational and sporting
use of Arizona's enormous land bank
consisting of Federal and state lands, na-
tional forests and parks, and Indian
reservations. This is especially true for
open, wilderness, and lake areas close to
Phoenix and Thcson Less than two
percent of the state is currently devel'
oped for urban uses.

. A mix of energy sources will meet
Arizona's short-term needs. However'
shortly after the turn of the century,
inexhaustible energy sources will
emerge, especially solar energr, allowing
Arizonans even greater freedom to en'

People are moDing to Aizona for its lifestyle' as
suggested in these Photogra?hs.

One family in four attends a Pleasure ridi/tg is
prcfessional sporting euent eachyeat attractiue to many.

joy the lifestyle they desire.
. Contrary to widespread opinion, water

will zot be a major constraint on
Arizona's long-term population growth.
Shorter-term tactical problems may
involve Indian water cl,aims and the most
efficient use of water. Agricultural
usage will decline as water is converted
to other uses. If people want to move
to Arizona, ample water will be available
for them. However, the cost of water
will increase.

. Political power in the state will become
more diverse and fragmented. moving
away from traditional lines to new
groups. alliances, and coalit ions.

. The development of Medco into the lead-
ing Latin American superpower with
a new, dynamic role in world affairs will
have many far-reaching ellects on Ari-
zona. For example, Mex.ican tourism
expenditures in Arizona alone could ex-
ceed $5 billion per year by the year 2000.

n pcrcent ol Phoeni.x Snou shiing in northPtn
aria lonities visit thp.oo Aizona is a leu hou$ driuP
each year frcm desett cities.

GoIf is played J'ear-round on
the state's 154 gou cources.

More than 11,000 people ran
the rapids of the Colorad.o
RiDet in 1978.

Technolosy offerc new u)ays to enjoy the CLima.te remains
biggest attruction



By the turn of the century, the full emer-
gence of a Pacific Basin Tlading and
Investment Area will have significant
consequences that cannot even be guess-
ed at today. Composed ol ''the new actors''
in the world economy such as South
Korea, the Phillipines, China and Mexico,
along with existing economic super powers
Iike the United States and Japan, the
Pacific Trading and InvestmentArea will
be the world's major new economic growth
area in the final decades of the century.
Arizona's key role in the Sunbelt and its
location next to Mexico will inevitably
involve it in the Pacific Basin.

The Arizona "Standard World"
The Arizona Standard World, as it relates

to this report, means the most logical and
plausible projections of the wide range of
issues affecting the future of Arizona.

The Arizona Standard World projections
will not be surprising if they occur. While

Arizonans surf on nan-made uaues at Tempe s
Bts Sutf. Mare than 65,000 Phoenir. families uisit
Bis Sutf each yeat.

TABLE I
39 percent of Phoenft area families go
camping each year

m.fl4-ffi

Artzona's southetn deserts arc ideal for hot air
b alloo ning and s o ari ng.

50,000 pools.

Water shiins is a fauotite actiuity of
many Aizona families.

T he P ho e nb me t to po li tan
arca has more than ].ffn

PROJECTED REGIONS
OF ARIZONA, 2012



showing many changes in society as we
know it today, the Standard World describes
many of the most important and probable
aspects of the various issues and alterna-
tives facing Arizona's future.

Arizona Standard World reflects the con-
viction that Lhe American population is
now undergoing a fundamental shift, and
that in many ways Arizona is at the fore-
front of this change. Reversing a long Lrend,
Americans are no longer centering their
lives around older high-density cities. New
low-density cities, small towns, and even
rural areas will be the national center of
aclion for the next 50 years. This Lurning
point in national migration patterns reflects
much more than a shift in jobs and people.
A basic transformation in the character and
lifestyle of the country is manifesting itself.

The point can be made quite simply:
People are mooitLg to Aizona for the life-
styla Economic factors mainly tend to
constrain the numbers who can move there
and profitably set up a household. While
of major importance, economic considera-
tions are not central. Current national
migration patterns are more lundamental
ihan shifts in jobs. People prefer to live in
low-density cities to avoid crowding; out-
door activities dominate; a combined light
industrv and service economy provides the
necessary jobs; and a basic family orienta-
tion provides the social structure.

Arizonans will live in this society on their
own terms. Desert living with air condi-
lioning. warer fountains. and swimming
pools; getting back to naiure with a motor-
ized houseboat on Lake Powell (itself a
man-made lake); hiking in the wilderness;
and surfing in man-made ocean waves -all are contemporary examples of this
marriage between lifestyle and technology.
Other examples include the widespread
popularity of horseback riding and boating.
Families now pull horse trailers around
more than ever before, driving short dis-
tances to the open desert or an especially
appealing area to spend a day riding. Scotts-
dale has even written its fondness for just
this atmosphere into its official long-range
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development program for the northern
portion of the city. The Scottsdale plan
speaks of low-density growth which
"captures a 'ranch' flavor and is oriented
Lo equestrian recrealion and Lhe scenic
beauty of the mountains. " The establish-
ment of a comfortable, affluent society that
emphasizes just this type of atmosphere
will be a forerunner of trends that will
characterize developed societies around
the world-

Arizona's Standard World will develop in
several recognizable directions:

. The far northern part of the state, site
of Grand Canyon, Monument Valley,
Canyon de Chelly, and Lake Powell, will
be preserved from major development.

. The central mountains will develop in
diverse ways. Vacation homes will be
even more popular. Artistic centers will
probably flourish in this area.

. Phoenix will become the commercial
capital of the Southwest. Large open
zones will remain around the area, con-
taining lakes, forests, and recreation
areas. Existing satellite cities will pre-
serve their separale identities. Planned
communities will house a much greater
fraction of the population than is the
case today.

. Tucson will thrive as the more estab-
lished cultural center of the state and the
heart of the wide Mexico-oriented iier
covering the southern portion of the
state. Compelition with Phoenix will
most likely increase as Tucson may well
receive a greater influx of "blue chip"
corporate relocations. Furthermore, the
boom expected for Mexico will have many
important consequences for Tucson.

. Along the Colorado River, the geat
number oI mobile homes and vans in
effect, movable towns will become
even g"eater.

. The smaller towns will feel a population
rniniboom by the end of the 1980s,
encouraged by the manufacturing and
business firms locating there.



Population
Who moves to Arizona? The answer is

best given in terms oI who is most likely to
move anywhere. Statisticauy, most of
those who move are young, have higher
incomes, and are better educated. Although
it is widely believed that a senior citizen
migration to Arizona constitutes the rnain
source of migration and population growth,
this is simply not so. Restricting attention
to the Phoenix area for the moment, Table 2
shows the breakdown of new migrants by
selected characteristics. The predominant
migrant to Arizona is seen to be young, white,
and highly educated. Of family heads mov-
ing toArizona in 1977,44 percent were under
35 years of age while only 12 percent were
65 years and over. A picture emerges of men
early in their prime years making a decision
to move in order to make a new start in their
careers and lives. In addition to this group,
a substantial number of young people, gener-
ally single, and not yet having established
career roots, also move to Arizona, Often
they have just taken their first job after
college and would like to move around a bit
before settling down. They also seek oppor-
tunity, and most will eventually start a
family. Even this group of migrants is far
more numerous than senior citizen migrants
and, together with the more established
households mentioned earlier, constitute 85
percent of Arizona migration. Thus, only
about 15 percent of rnigration is attributable
to senior citizens.

Phoenia will emerge as the business and connerce
center of the SouthuesL

It is worth noting the overlap between
some of these categories of migrants. Per-
haps the least recognized of any migration
group are new families with very young chil-
dren that often have only a single parent.
Their needs are often the greatest, yet they
receive little attention from government
at any level.

TABLE 2

Future population levels in Arizona also
will reflect the higher rate of natural increase,
along with migralion. The birth rare in
Arizona is about 20 percent greater than
the national average, reflecting the higher
fertility of certain minority groups. Future
migration in the Standard World is based on
continuation of the type now taking place.
By 2012, we estirnate that 6.2 million persons
will reside in Arizona. This represents our
most plausible population projection.

Factors conlributing to this prediction are
based on our sense of the strong migration
potential that now exists in the Midwest and
Northeast, and the currently programmed
business expansions of many large corpor-
ations. Another reason is the added impetus
of a generational crowding effect. In this
period the postwar "baby boom" will be com-
ing to full maturity with their spouses and
families. Competition for a good job and
decent housing will intensify. inducing a
greater motivation to move and start a new
life in the West.

Furthermore, the development of Mexico
will produce many economic spinoffs for



Arizona, creating more jobs than ordinarily
would be forecast.

Two other population projections are also
included, reflecting much higher growtlL Al-
though less likely than a world of 6.2 million,
Arizona could grortr to 8 million or even 12
million persons by 2012. Thes€ projections
would follow if the American population
movement to low-density areas accelerated
greatly. We would contend that the state
could handle this level of population in t€rms
of physical resources. Of course, this ob-
servalion does not deal with the basic issue
of whether or not such a large population
is desirable. Since the "desirable" popula-
tion for Arizona focuses on value judgment
issues, we do not render an opinion other
than to remark as to its feasibility purely in
terms of physical resources.

Certain population subgroups are of spe-
cial interest because of perceived problems,
or alternatively, because of problems that
are not perceived.

A special population concern of many
Arizonans is the number of elderly persons
migrating to the state. Some anxiety ex-
ists that this special population group could
ultimately become a sigdficant burden on
the state. The elderly do need special ser-
vices, including greater amounts of medical
and health care. Yet even here there are a
great many misconceptions as only about six
percent of those over 65 years of age are now
living in nursing homes. The issue of elder-
ly persons in Arizona should be considered in
perspective. Most other large cities have
a much higher proportion of those over
65 years of age than Phoenix or T\.rcson.
National problems will increase in this area.
The most troubling is the tendency for large
elderly populations to concentrate in New
York, Detroit, Philadelphia and other
older northern cities. New York City, Ior
example, has 14 percent of its population
who are 65 or over. In Phoenix, including
Lhe suburban retirement communiLies,
on.ly 12 percent are in this category. Stated
bluntly, Arizona skims the cream of the
crop of the elderly. Those who are affluent,
higNy educated, and motivated take the
trouble to move, leaving those less able be
hind in older cities. As the population of
the entire nation ages in the coming years,
its effect will naturally show in Arizona. As
is now widely appreciaLed, the median age
of the nation is going to increase. The table
below shows pasl data, along wil,h projec-
tions for tloth the Phoenix area and the
nation:

TABLE 4

It is worth noting that both Phoenix and
Arizona have consistently had a younger
population than the United States average.
Moreover, because it is generally the young
who migrate, this gap should increase even

ARIZONA POPUI,ATION
SURPRISE FREE PROJECTIONS
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though the Arizona population will itself
grow older. However, most of the fears con-
cerning a population top healy with senior
citizens are of a very long-term nature, as
the 1950's baby boom generation will not
reach that age plateau until around 2025.
Thus, lor the time span considered in this
study, a population top heavy with the elder-
ly is unlikely to be a major demographic

Sourc.: Hudson lNtrtute E3tinates and
M, n. West Ma.ketina B.srh, Inc.

problem, The real impact of Arizona's elderly
citizens arises from their general affluence
and ability to organize both socially and
politically. Over the next decade, their influ-
ence as a political bloc can be expected
to increase.

Another population group of special in-
terest is what we term the "variable popula-
tion" of part-time visitors to Arizona. At
present, this group is one of the least recog-
nized, yet we project that its profile and
significance will mushroom in Lhe coming
years.

An enormous number of persons spend
only part of their time in one fixed Arizona
location. Some could justifiably be called
part-time residents and others tourists. Yet
with the emergence of the modern travel
trailer, a blurred distinction between these
two cLassifications begins to appear. We
refer to this tolal colleclion of part-time resi-
dents and tourists as Arizona's variable
population. With an official population of
2.5 million persons, about 15 million tourists
will come to Arizona in 1979. or approxi-
mately six tourists for every single resident.
Of course, the tourisls do not all come al,
once. In the summer they tend to go to the
northern part of the state, and in the winter
to the southern. At peak periods dudng the
summer, the Grand Canyon attracts 30,000
persons on a single day, representing a
one percent statewide population increase
on a single day from this attraction alone.
In Phoenix, the phenomenon of part-time
residence is a particularly striking example
of Arizona's variable population. We esti-
mate that around 100,000 persons were living
there in 1979 onless thana year-round basis,
or seven percent of the total population.
Bv the year 2000 this could reach 500,000.

One effect of this variable population is
that it has created a totally new kind of
urban area organized around a network of
travel trailer parks, In East Mesa, 25 miles
southeast ol downtown Phoenix, such a
city is currently developing. The new travel
trailer visitor is often relatively affluent and
many modern travel trailer parks represent
a new kind of lifestyle with elaborat€ re-
creational and other amenities. It is a
particularly striking example of the variable
population phenomenon as shown in Table
5. By the year 2000 [his phenomenon is
Iikely to grow many fold. While the East
Mesa travel trailer resident usually stays
in a well-designed park with excellent facil-
ities, it is not uncommon for hundreds of
motor homes and travel trailers to simply
squat on public land in "instant" villages
along the Colorado River Arizona's variable

THE POPUI,ATION OF EAST MESA,
ARTZONA (ll}78)



population could be its fastest growing
demographic group. Both Federal and state
aid is still largely distributed based on the
fixed population. This could change as
Arizona's variable population grows.

By 2012, the Phoenix metropolitan area
may have a population of 3 million persons,
and the Thcson area may have between 1
and 1.5 million. The remainder of the popu-
lation will be scattered throughout the
state. Current speculation that Phoenix and
T\rcson wiU eventually converge through
urban sprawl is certair:ly unfounded.
Freestanding cities that are now considered
distant from Phoenix and T\rcson may well
grow into major population centers, and
some of today's smaller cities will almost
certain-ly experience major development.

As in all developed nations, Arizona's
maior cities are growing two to three times
faster in area than in popuLation, However,
Arizona has ample space for development
under any plausible level of population
increase. Phoenix is one of the lowest den-
sity large cities in the entire world, with
over 40 percent of its area being open space.
1l orly 10 percent of the state were to be
developed at this very low density, Arizona
could house 26 million persons. And this
would be in cities containing 40 percent
open space, single-family homes, large shop-
ping malls, and wide highways. lf Arizonans
were amenable to Jiving under the slightly
higher density conditions found in T\rcson,
then 3? million persons could live in this hy-
pothetical Arizona. At the density of Los
Angeles, certainly not a high-density city
by easter-n standards, 70 million persons
could reside in 10 percent of Arizona.

In each case, a completely empty area the
size of West Germany would be left over
lor recreation and "getting away from it all."
In short, even with these extraordinary
populations, there would be plenty of desert,
forest, and mountains left over for every-

one, Clearly, the Arizona of 2012 will not
have 26 million persons, Iet alone 70 million.
ln fact, our "surprise free project-ion is
one of 6.2 million. Thus, we foresee no basic
problems with respect to having enough
space for cities, recreation, and wilderness.

Deuelopment of Phoenia will continue at low- densitJl
levels and will include Large open areas containing
rccreational farilities such as lnkes, parhs, golf
coutses, anal uililerness areds. Alnost 10 percent ol
the atea of Phoenia is alread.y in cit! parks.

What is oflen lorgotren is Lhat Arizona
has a built-in land bank of Indian reser-
vations, national foresls and parks, and
large Federal and state holdings. The U.S.
National Forest Service alone holds 18,000
square miles, an area two and one"half times
as great as the entire state of New Jersey.
Indeed, the enormous expanse of nearby
recreational and wilderness space is one of
the most attractive features of Phoenix and
Tucson. Such nearby Iand for outdoor enj oy-
ment may well constitute a definitive fea-
ture of the post-industrial city ol the future.

Problems and disputes, however, will
increase regarding land. But the reason
has to do with use, not availability. When
it is realized by the public that some of the
potentially finest recreational land in the
West is being used as a military test range,



for example, it should not be surprising to
expect that such usage will be changed.

Intense demand for conversion of Federal
land fo1 public use purposes is quite likely
in the coming years. For state-held lands,
the situation rriay weu be more imminent,
as 575,000 acres are located near Phoenix
and T\rcson. Stateheld lands north of
Phoenix are going to receive special pres-
sure, as this will probably be an area in great
demand for new residential development.
Properly managed, this bank of land has
tremendous potential for enhancing the fu-
ture Arizona landscape. Revenues from
the sale and lease of state Lands also could
significantly reduce the tax burden on
Arizona citizens, These facts alone guar-
antee that competing special interests are
likely to escalate the debate on the use and
disposition of state lands.

Growth In Smaller Cities
One of the more exciting long-term fea-

tures in the Standard World is the potential
of sone of Arizona's smaller towns. While
some of Lhese are already experiencing con-
siderable growth a number of seeningly
independent trends could converge so that
the late 1980s and 1990s might see indica-
tions of a rural decentralization in Arizona.
Factors and trends producing this phe"
nomenon include:

. Opinion poll data collected nationally
asserting that one-third of all Americans
living in larger cities would prefer to
live in a small town.

. Technological developments in commun-
ications, air conditioning, etc,, which
remove l,he isol,ation and inconveniences
once associated with small- town living,

. Excellent highway systems connecting
many smaller towns to the more cos-
mopolitan advantages of Phoenix and
Tucsort"

. The trend of opening community col-
leges in sone towns, keeping many of
the young in the community and adding
a sense of vitality.

Flagstaff, hone of Northem Aizona Uniuersity,
is one of se,eml outlyins cities with great grcuth
potential in the yearc to come. Higher educationnl
facilities uill be an inportant conponent of com'
nunit! deuelopment.

. Business relocations to smaller towns
where they are oft€n more welcome, and
are able to avoid the red tape of being
in a larger city.

. The fairly large number of very attrac-
tive Arizona small cities.

. The inchoate American desire for an
unencumbered, natural lifestyle that is
perceived avaiLable in a smaller town.

. The general trend of sharply increasing
use of rural Arizona for second and/or
vacation homes.

On a national basis, after decades of losing
populaiion, non-metropolitan counties that
were not adjacent to large metropolitan
areas grew in the 1970s at an annual rate of
1.4 percent, compared to 0.8 percent for
metropolitan areas themselves. In the con-
text of the Arizona Standard World, we
are suggesting that a major redistribution
of Lhe American population may occur in
coming years. After decades of a "popula-
tion implosion" to a few Large cities, a post'
industrial "population explosion" may
occur, In the Arizona of 2012, population
may be deconcentrated to many smaller
towns, in addition to Phoenix and Tucson.
When coupled with expected 21st Century
advances in solar energy, the exciling pos-
sibility of a t€chnologically advanced

I



HOW STAIE POPULATIONS CIIANGED
IN 8 YEAxs *irlio.

w. +9.5%

TABLE 6

Arizona that bears strong resemblence to
frontier days emerges.

Certainly, nol all towns will experience
this growth and it is di{ficult to forecast
which areas will grow However, based on
our analysis we offer the following list:

Sedona
Prescott
Verde Valley
Yuma
Flagstaff
Nogales/Rio Rico
Siena Vista
Lake Havasu City
Parker StriP
Kingman
White Mountain Area
Casa Grande

The Arizona Economy
Arizona has been undergoing two simul-

taneous economic revolutions. Both manu-
facturing and service industries have been
growing as shown in Table 8.

However, this categorization masks
some very inleresting trends and prospecls
for Lhe future. While it has almost become a
cliche to say that tourism is an unrecog-
nized economic giant, the lrue potential to
Arizona of this industry is not fiJIy appre
ciated. About $3.1 billion is spent on Arizona
tourisr! or 15 percent of gross state prod-
uct. Tourism is today the fast€sr growing
industry in the world, and will be the single
largest industry in Arizona by the l,un of
the century. In 2000, some $20'$25 billion
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will be spent on tourism in Arizona, and
the ramifications of this are not fully appre-
ciated. Foreiga visitors will increase the
fast€st, and Mexican expenditures alone in
Arizona could grow from the present $400
million to $5 billion per year fueled by the
growth of an expanding economy there.

Sun Ci4t, Atiz., the most successful plltnned retire
ment community in the natinn, houses some 48,000
residents and has 11 solf courses (seen here).

Another important trend for the Arizona
economy will be productivity advances in
the service sector Self-service gasoline
stations and banking terminals, health
maintenance organizations, real estate mul-
tiple-listing services, and Large- scale shop-

TABLE 8
ping malls are all current manifestations of
this trend. It is not generally appreciated
that services are /re key Arizona economic
sector and that rnaj or productivity advances
are constantly occurring. Large shopping
malls permit more shopping per trip than
would otherwise be possible. As shown by
Table 7, major shopping malls in the
Phoenix area have grown tremendously
since 1960. A similar pattern exists in
Tucson. Productivity advances are crucial
to a higher standard of living and spectacu-
lar service sector productivity advances
are likely as technological innovations and
computerization continue to effect more
and more jobs,

Alternative Futures
The Standard World is not necessarily the

only way that Arizona could develop. A
number of alt€rnative basic themes could
characterize the Arizona future. These are
described as follows:
(1) Metropolitan Southwest.

This future sees nearly all physical
development attracted to the Phoenix and
Tbcson metropolitan areas. The small cities
stagnate. Extensive traffic congestion, a

TABLE 7
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growing concentration of a poliLically self'
ionscious urban underclass, and Valley
of the Sun geopolitics become pervasive
featues of the Phoenix and Thcson land'
scapes. Extensive outmigration to the
suburbs takes place. A straLegy of incre
menlal planning, or "muddling through'
dominates Arizona decision-making and
proves incapable of managing urban
nroblems.' The alternative future here ouLlined is
important because it is believed by many
individuals that western growth in general,
and Arizona growth in particuLar, repre-
sents little more than a replication of the
California growth experience. Just such an
expression is oflen used as a carch-allphrase
to describe a wide variety of ilJ-defined
concerns about what is occurring today
within the stat€. There can be little doubt
that urban issues could become irnportant
problems in Arizona's future, especially
if appropriate countermeasures are not de-
veloped and implemented. HolMever, the
image of a new Southern California growing
in the Arizona desert is too neat a picture
to be entirely plausible. Measured by popu-
lation density, the city of Phoenix is one of
the least dense of any city in the nation,
as shown in Tbble 9.

Taken to an extreme, manY Arizonans
whom we interviewed actually believed that
Phoenix and Tucson by 2012 would actu'
ally converge into a single greal urban zone
in the desert. This is higtrly unlikely Cities
have never grown in very thin strands,
Yet even supposing this were the case, a
l0-mile-wide city extending from Phoenix
to T\rcson constructed at current densities
would require more Lhan 5 million persons to
fill it up. "This is well over three Limes l,he
current population of metropolitan
Phoenix, and a city of such a shape would
be unique in world history.

These facts underscore a fundamental fact
about urban growth in Arizona: density and
living space are unlikely to be problems,
either directly or indirectly. However, this
hardly means that problems cannot occur.
The concern expressed today over urban
growth problems often uses the language of
city planning while the underlying fear is
really thal Arizona s large cities will lose
their atlractiveness, possibly leading to a
flight of l,he largely Anglo middle class
thir now lives there. lndeed, i[ is just this
potential problem that is used to bolster
arguments for various urban development
projects. An implicit fear is simply that the
'80s and '90s could witness an outmigration
of major proportions to suburban Phoenix
and Thcson. In the Standard World, policies
are undertaken to minimize this possibility,
such as the Rio Salado Project and similar
efforts.
(2) Miqration T\rrning Point.

In tfus future, a large-scale exodus of [he
poor migratc from the Northeast and Mid'
west to the Sunbelt. The Northeast, long
a region t hat has attracled the poor lrom
other areas, has recently turned into an
exporter of the poor The growing use ol
national wellare standards and cour't opposi'
tion to local obstacles for welfare could
make Arizona, and other areas, as attractive
as the Norlheast. A resultant mass migra-
tion of the poor to Arizona night ensue.

TABLE 9
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This subject is extremely important for
Arizona. It is not inconceivable that during
the next 20 years, hundreds of thousands
of lower socio-economic status individ-
uals wbuld flock to Arizona, just as they
did 50 years earlier to New York, Detroit,
and Philadelphia. In addition to a quest
for economic opportunity, the desire for a,
pleasant lifestyle would be an important
motivating force causing large-scale move
meni. Indeed, given the structural changes
in the American economy, it is probable
that lilestyle factors would now be more
imporianL lhan economic ones. Economic
survival is no longer the paramount concern
it was 40 years ago.

The events of this alternative future are
not now a problem. However, policy research
emphasizes long-range and crucial issues.
especially those that are not currently
perceived as pressing or immediate. In the
interest of stretching and stirnulating the
imagination regarding Arizona s fuLure,
we feel bound to raise the kind oI sensitive
issues contained in this, as well as the other,
alternative futures.

Kitt Peah and many other obseruatot"es make
Aizona one of the astronony centers of the uorld^

Several trends now occurring nationwide
could influence the kinds of migration af'
fecting Arizona. In this respect, long-term
trends in American migration patterns seem
to have changed re€enily. Although the
extent to which Americans now move has
nol changed significantly since the 1950s.
there hasbeen a recent break in the historical
relationship between moving distance and

The University of Arizoru utill be an inpottant
factor in mahing ntcson the more established
cultutul center of thz state. It also will help to attrait
many "blue chip" research oriented companies to
the a.rea in the future.
socio-economic status, Traditionally, a
slrong, positive correlation has existed
between educarion and income with the dis'
tance moved. Recent Census Bureau data
show that this may be eroding somewhat.
Long-distance moving is now increasingly
democratic, embracing a wide range of edu-
cation and income groups.
(3) Anti-Growth World

In this alternative future, a "growth must
be stopped" attitude prevails, pushed by
the "New Class" (The "New Class" is an
emerging phenomenon made up of upper-
middle class individuals and generally
derives its status and 6ccupation from pos'
session of high levels of formal education;
its members often earn their living through
language, analytical, and academic profes-
sional skills. Their members are most often
found in academic, governmental bureau-
cracies, and social science research centers.),
the old Arizona elite, and some senior
citizens. Ne€ded housing and infrastructure
are not built, but people continue to move
in. Phoenix and T\rcson then could be ringed
with hundreds of thousands of motor homes.
The Colorado River area could mushroom
into an enormous mobile squatterland.
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Unconttulled. unplanned grck th cauld leud to manr
ptobleni nrctudnq nobile sluns.

Given the development of an organized
antigrowth triad (the New Class, the old
Arizona elite and the retired leisure class),
the period of the 1980s or 1990s could be a
tumultuous one for Arizona. lt is highiy
probable that people would continue to
migrate into Arizona even if radical no-
growth strategies were implemented. The
basis for this assertion rests on historical
experience. Although individual commun-
ities have successfully ended growth, larger
governmental units have not had much
success in this effort. Two attempts can
be cited. First, Calilornia was unable to
stop the immigration of the "Okies ' in the
1930s; even state police barricades at the
border had very little etfect as thousands
and thousands poured into thal state.
Harassment tactics were employed which
would not be possible today. 'lhe second
example comes from the contemporary

Soviet Union. With a communist dictator-
ship and internal passports, the government
is still unable to prevent a sunbelt shift.
At present a considerable internal migration
of population is occurring lrom Lhe colder
western and central regions of European
Russia to the warmer southern republics
and regions. Opposed on the grounds of
balanced economic development, the govern-
ment in Moscow has been completely un-
able to turn this trend around. People have
subtle ways of bypassing otTicial policy
and a successful migration-control program
in one area is offset by increased migration
in another.

In the anti-g"owth world of the 1990s,
Phoenix and Tucson might be ringed by new
movable cities consisting of hundreds of
thousands of motor homes. Growth restric-
tions might keep many outside the city
limits, but increasingly liberal Federal courl
mlings would permit them to locate some-
where in the state. The logical place would
be as near the large cities as possible. This
mobile slum in the desert could even be
characterized by massive traffic movemenls
as the seasons change. Caravans of mo-
bile homes might travel north to Lhe cool
mountains in the summer and south to
Phoenix and Tucson in the winter. F eder-
ally-sponsored "food stamp mobiles ' night
be used to dispense Federal aid to this
drifting population.
14) Balkanization of l,he SouIhwesL.

A national trend that could have great
impact on Arizona is the growing frag-
mentation and lack of cooperaiion among
distincL poliLical. social. and economic
groups. It results in localism run wild, pro
voking a complete breakdown in metro-
politan-wide planning. Each community
would attempt "to go it alone. ' In a state
where cooperation is vital for water, and
energy projects, this could be particularly
disastrous-
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As illoeical as iL may seem, howevel i( is
eniirely fossible t hat i social and political
trend toward Balkanizal"ion could swamp
the forces of economic rationa)ity. Indeed'
Lhat is'precisely what happened in the
Balkans. giving rise to the term.

F.eewavs would I hen become impossible
to build, areas without adequaLe wat€r
supplies would remain deficient, and
conlroversial facfities (prisons, sewage
trearment plants, airportsl would not be
constructea because ever) one would urge
Lha[ thev be placed elsewhere. Flood control
.,r.r*u-. *ould be curtailed because they
it"ttifiL onlv a few. The philosophl ol loca!
i.sm- that"evervone benetits lrom regional
Droiecls. buI th-ose Living near Ihe actual
llte tulfer. would control the desLiny of
the state.

These futures are raised here not because
thev are probable, but because \ e want to
strdtch the reader's imagination about the
manv oossibilities lhar could occur in the
n rizLnl future. We believe a useful purpose
is served by raising these issues.

The Water Variable
At the present time, the overwhelming

use of Arizona water is for agriculLure.
Normalized 19?0 statistics show only seven
DercenL of all water is emplo) ed by munici'
'oal users t Table 10 ). This piece ol dal a is
ihe single best summary of the water situa-
rion foithe Arizona fulure. lf Lhis share
were to be expanded lo 20 or 50 percenl.
t hen very large populations. exceeding 25 or
30 million persons, could be supported.
An immediate obiection to such a calcula-
tion is its incrediLle naivete; many other
economic, legal, social, and psychological
barriers would be reached long belore 30 mil-
lion people could live in Arizona. And this
is precisely the point. Many bariers to
luiure population groalh e.xist in Aizono"
bul if people uanl Io moue thpre uoler is nol
one of them.

With the noDe to the suburbs. Iarse' scale shopping
centers haue inc/eased in popularitr. These malls
and swroundins deuelopments uith theit modern
architecture ana contrciled clinates, setue as a hind
ol "dountoL n o"?a lutmany Phoen* and Tucson
rc,deat'. Locat crott sho,,s..onn'ntty d splavs
and pe40rn;ng a,ti.ts are paF o1 thts en,rging
new enuironment

For the future. as Arizona becomes more
post-industrial and less agricultural. it
can be expected thal" overall water consump-
tion will ictually decline. As Lhe price ol
water rises, muih greater conservation will
be implemenled naturally. Conservation
also ;ill be stimulated by government regu-
Iation and the se of water conservation
as a social and political issue. With comple'
tion of the Central Arizona Project in the
I980s. the DossibiliLY of eliminaling ground
water orerirafLing becomes feasible Wirh
modest conservati,on measures the Arizona
water situation of 2012 could look like the
following:
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ESTIMATED ANNUAL I ATER
DEPI,ETIONS AND SUPPLY SOURCES

does not imply that water will not be a maj or
issue. In the near term, Indian water claims
in and around Phoenix amounting to 1.2
million acre feet per year are likely to cause
considerable controversy. What must be
keot in DersDeclive is l,hal a negotiated
seitle-ent with Lhe Indiatts is by far the
most probable outcome. Furthermore, urban
users are not likely to accept any curtail-
ments of needed water, but instead will
simplv obtain the water hom oLher users by
.,n"'m-eans or another. This is an observation
of political reality.

A second water problem may arise from
the free market conversion of agricultural
Iands to urban use. There is no guarantee
that Arizona's most productive farms would
not be first converted, leaving marginally
productive agricultural estab[shments in
operaLion. Thus, the most efficienL use of
wirer may not be attained. ln broader terms'
a water allocalion decided by an economic
and political "free for all" will most likely
give urban areas priority with other users
taking what is left over.

OpNimal use of Arizona water is an enor-
mously complicaied problem that needs

ColaraiLo Riuer uater uill begin flowing into centra)
and. southern perts of Aizona b! 1 5. The cross'
state Central Anzona Proiect (CAP) is a. kev Linh in
future state uater planning. Without the CAE
Aizona uoulal continue to haue maiot uniLergrounal

TABLE 1O

In this particular scenario there is zo net
overdraltbf groundwater and still a sub-
stantial agricultural base remains. Whether
or not zero net overdraft of groundwater
is achieved is a matter of policy, but the
capability to do so will exist.

Although we maintain that long-term
population growth will not be significantly
ionstrained by water availability, this
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Staudard World
Modest Conservation

2012 Population - 6,200,000
Water User
Municipalities
Power Generation
Mineral Industry
FishandWildlife
I rrigated Agriculture
Ttrtal Depletion

Amount Collsumed
806.000 acre feet
372.000 acre feet
400.000 acre feet
200.000 acre feet

2,322,000 acre feet
4.100,000 acre feet

I
I
)

greater attention. Unfortunately, too much
attention is devoted to "scare" stories about
Arizona running out of water altogether
This simply is not going to happen. All too
often a water catastrophe story is picked up
by the national media and described in lurid
terms of Phoenicians going thirsty in the
1990s. As Arizona urban users consurne
only about 10 percent of the total water
supply, we find such a catastrophe most un-
likely. Nonetheless, Arizona is even now
developing a national image of a state whose
cities are about to dry up. Unless lhisimage
is corrected, some unfortunate implications
may follow, such as difficulty in selling
municipal bonds. Moreover, concern about
running out of water diverts attention from
realistic problems, such as overall efficien-
cy of water use. Being in the arid West,
Arizona will always have a water problem.
But lhis is uidely recognized and appropri-
ate management actions emphasizing risk
avoidance are being undertaken. Thus, we
contend that water will be a manageable
problem for Arizona's long-term future.
The state's real problems are much more
likely to arise from issues which are not
recognized as problems in the first place.

Glen Canron Dam dnd athet Federal recl/rmatian
ptoj"r l,. t h il. i a ; t id ll t dp.; L n"o lot .r.nuni'
rcasons, haue had recr.ational anLl social impacts
far sutpassing olieinal expectations.

SYNOPTIC OVERVIEW
OF THE ARIZONA

WATER SITUATION, 2012
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Energy: from Exhaustible
to Inexhaustible

Current living patterns in Arizona can
continue only if future energy supply and
technology meet the demands placed on
lhem by a free and mobile bfestyle. As in-
exhausLible enerry supp[es begin to appear
around 2012, an even greater freedom of
personal lifestyle will be made possible. The-neriod between now and 2012 will see Lhe
initiation of a Lransition from oil, gas, coal
and nuclear to geothermal, solar and fusion,
the socalled GEOSOLFUS energy sources.
Unfortunately, these inexhaustible energy
supplies will not help Arizona much before
the turn ol the century - for scientific
and economic reasons. However, in the year
2012 we expect major uses of GEOSOLFUS
energy sources to be underway. Solar energy
appliCations, such as water heating, will
be significant in the near future.

In ihe near term, energy shortages could
have a very serious effect on Arizona
economy and lifeslyle. Private cars and
single-family homes conlinue to be favored
by Afizonans, but the degree of favorability
could be affected by the energy costs asse
ciated with these Iifestyle options.

Regionally, the state is well-positioned to
benefit from such ongoing developments
in ihe oil and gas supply picture as the
discovery and development of oil and gas
reserves in Mexico, the impact of improved
oil supplies via the Alaska pipeline, and the
improved pricing structure and eventual
deregulation of natural gas.

Nuclear power in Arizona, despite having
to overcome the problem of waste disposal
and political hurdles, could be a significant
source of energy. Furthermore, the cost
advantages of nuclear power compared with
coal-generated power have proven to be
even greater than originally projected. (See
"Suggpstions for a Phase II National
Energy Policy" by Herman Kahn, Hudson
Institute.) The Southwest has a particular

inrerest in preserving its air quality and,
in th.is area, nuclear power has djstincL
benefits.

Although engineers caution aboul, energy'
sLorage djfficulties and the high cosL of
converting sunshine into electricity, enthu-
siastic exploration and development in solar
enersv continue in Arizona.

Th"e other maior source of energy for lhe
near term is coal. At present about 130
million tons of western coal are mined, and
some forecasts for 2020 indicate that lour
billion tons per year will be mined. Such a
massive development of western energy
sources could have significant dLect and
indirect effects on Arizona. Some bitter

eporhirnal and tusion to ptouide A zono uith
ircxhaustible energy suppLies as statehood centen'
ninl apprcaches.

I
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political disputes might have io be faced,
particularly with respect to coal on Indian
reservation Lands. Even at much lower
Ievels of western energy exploitaLion, care
ful consideration would have lo be given
to environmental, water, and political pro
blems. For example, salinity levels in the
Colorado River are already growing to dis-
concerting levels. These issues affect ihe
entire West and need gTeater objective
examination and analysis.

Urban Trends
The living pattern Arizonans prefer has

already made itself clear. By and large, it
is one of low density, single-family subdivi-
sions, attractive homes and plenty of open
space to take advanLage of the natwal beauty
of the area. Thematic architecture. wide
open landscapes, and housing designed
around patio and pool are all very popular
It is unlikely that these preferences will
change. Consequently, in the Arizona
Standard World we expect rhe following
long-term urban trends:

. Continued reliance on the single-family
home on its own lot, \trith a mix of town-
houses and low-rise apartments filling
out the housing market,

o Greater urban dispersal,

. Continued low-density development
with average lot and house area exper-
iencing no drop in size.

. A growing demand for planned commun-
ities, including specialized housing lor
the elderly and young families.

. Sharp growth increases in vacation and
second-home ownership.

. Continued reliance on individual means
of transportation, i.e., the private pas-
senger vehicle, augmented by public bus
transportation.

Technological developments will make
homes easier to insulate and automobiles
Iighter and more fuel efficient.

For Phoenix, a 2012 popuLation of some
three million seems likely. Development
may well exlend long distances to free-
standing satellite cities that would lurther
serve to deconcentrat€ population.

Of special interest in the near term is the
future of downtown Phoenix. A number of
seemingly diverse trends could converge to
produce problems for tNs area and, inde€d,
regions of Phoenix surrounding ii. Here
we refer to growing traffic congestion, the
Any realistic leuel of deDelopment uill still leaDe
Dast ateas of open spdce u ir.hin Arizona- OnIy 18
percent of the state is ourned by indiuid.ual ot
corporute interests, rDith much of the remaindet
undet Indiaa L'ederul and state ownerchip. Indeeel.
d.sianatrJ a ild.tn"ss d,eos houp bepn grouina
faster than urban areas.



possibility of court-ordered busing for racial
purposes, and general valley of the sun
seopolitics. Each of these is problematic.
6ut-together rhe consequences could be
troublesome as outlined in our Metropolitan
Southwest alternative future. At the pre-
sent time, a 1s-year Downtown Area Re
development and lmprovemenl Plan is
underway for Phoenix that offers a number
of creative solutions for maintaining and
expanding a downtown area. Moreover, a
Mexican-style shopping and recreaLion area
and the Rio Salado Project will help counter
the problems of the inner city and at lhe
same time enhance awareness of Arizona's
past and fulure relationship to the Medcan
iulture. Rio Salado also may stimulate de-
velopment in the southwest areas adjacent
to the downtown.

Each of these plans recognizes the need
for traffic access, particularly freeways and
expressways, and this should contribute
to solving the congesiion problem, Other
issues are being faced, and for this reason
truly severe problems are relegated to an
alternaLive ful,ure, where a "muddling
through" approach fails lo come to grasp
with the difficult aspects of central city
viability.

Sharp gtouth in uacatinn and second'hone owner
shiD uill be a haUnarh in coninc yPats as Atironans
spind nore time pursuing leisure octiuitiPs

The Future of Mexico
In Lhe coming years Mexico is likely to

grow into the leading Latin American super-
power and take on a dynamic role in world
iffairs. The combination ofeconomic vitality
and substantial oil and gas reserves could
result in major changes in Mexico's tradi-
tional role. By the year 2000, a Mexico of 132
million persons will have many effects on
both Arizona and the United States. With
respecl specifically to Mexican energy dis-
coveries, the following developments could
bear on Arizona:

. Security of energy supply to Arizona
and the nalion will increase subslantial'
lv because Mexican oil and gas can be
delivered by pipeline rather Lhan b;
tanhers. The Uniied States will not be
so tightly bound to Middle Eastern
political upheavals and intrigues.

. The impact of the Mexican oil boom
is likely to spread throughout the
American sl aLes that border Vexico.
Mexico will have the potential to become
a North American growth center from
which financial capital and increased
trade will flow, and markets for goods
and services will develop.

. Spending of Mexican visitors and tour-
ists in Arizona is likely to boom along
with the Mexican economy. Currently
Mexican visitors spend around $400
million a year in Arizona. This figure
could top $5 billion by the year 2000.
Moreover, entirely new Arizona markets
could develop, such as catering to rich
Mexican tourists, Just as London has
experienced an invasion of Arab oil mil-
lionaires, Arizona also mighL undergo
an influx of Mexican petro'millionaires.

. The competitive position of certain
Arizona indusiries could be affected
by a Mexican oil boom. A trend of the
past few years has been to send assem-
bly work out of Phoenix and Tucson to
Mexico, As the Medcan economy booms,
it is likely to undergo inflation. This
may temper the growth of Mexican bor-
der industries.
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Arizona's neighbor to the soutk Metico, is on the
threshold of becomins Lattn Anerica's leadins
country. By the turn of the century, Mex.ico's 130
miLlion people wi ha.ue a majot [mpact on Arizona
thrcugh touism. bo pr trade, and other econoni.

Despite the positive features relating to
Mexican oil, by American standards,
Mexico is still a poor country. In 1978, per
capita income of Mexico was $1,270, com-
pared with Arizona's $6,800. Thb is a gap
that is not going to close over the next 25
years. Arizona will be an economic attrac-
tion for illegal Mexican immigrants for a
long time io come.

Indian Futures
The Indian population in the United States

now seems to have reached an all-time high,
- more than 800,000. Arizona is home to
more Indians than any other state, They
form nearly six percent of the state's popula-
tion, but control 27 percent of the land. On
or under that Land are coal, gas, uranium,
timber and crops,

More Lhan 100.000 Navajos live in
Arizona. Other major tribes include Papago,
Apache, Pima. Maricopa and Hopi.

lndians have severe healLh and economic
problems. Even if natural resources do
bring in larg€ sums of money, reservation
economies are now so underdeveloped that
money barely circulates on them. Almost
as soon as a dollar is put into the tribal
economy, it goes off the reservation to
be spent.

With their rapid population growth
and relative lack of success in crearirg
reservation jobs, Indians could find the un-
employment problems of today expanding
to much more serious proportions in the
1980s. With this growing populatioq how-
ever, the 1980s will see much greater political
influence for Indians. The expansion of Ari
zona, as described in the Standard World,
probably means much greater antagonism
and friction between the state's non-Indian
and Indian societies, Thcse problems could
be among the most seuere of any in Arizona's
future. Indeed, we do not discount the
possibility that a slow, creeping termination
of the entirc reservation system could tal<e
place. Seemingly insignificant jurisdictional
disputes over hunting, fishing, mineral
leasing, law enforcement, tribal courts and
other areas could, in aggregate, produce
an end to sovereignty if Indian positions
were lost on each one, What may appear to
be unimportant issues to non-Indians thus
take on transcendent political significance
to Indians. Their fear of a gradual chipping
away at their sovereignty will probably
inlluence tribal policy on a wide range
of issues.
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nich in traditioa Indian political influence will be
much stronget in the years to come.

Nauajo sheephederc arc seen in Monument Valler.
Toclay therc is no consensus among Indian leaderc
rcsar.line economic and toutism deuelopment of
Indian reserDations.

Arizona is attracting newcomers who
have little knowledge ol Indian history and
problems. Housing tracls. in some areas,
extend right" up to the edge of Tndian reser'
vaLions. There abeady has been tension
and resentment about law enforcement
againsL non-lndians on the reservaLions.

The Indians find their incomes far below
the state average and their water claims
remain unresolved. I ndians also perceive
subtle tbreats boih from Arizona and from
Washington D.C.. LhaL the reserval ion
svstem itsell mav not remain forever."With both the non-lndian and Indian
populations growing in Arizona, the two
societies may be on a collision course. We do
not make this claim lightly. By the 21st
CenLury, Indian influence may be either very
much slronger or considerably weaker
than today.

St'
Some of Afizona's most scenic rcgions are on Indian
reseruations, as well as much of the state's natuml
resoufce feserues,
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While the 1980s may be a period of grow-
ing Indian political power at the ballot
box, many other problems will remain.
Indian lands are rich in natural resources,
including coal, timber, minerals, and some
of the nation's most spectacular scenery and
best recreational lands, These lands could
support both tourism and other develop-
ment of industry and jobs. On the other
hand. Indian lands could remain in their
present condition with most Indians living
at a fairly low economic level. The point
is that the Indians have the potential for
many alternative futures, but as yet no
consensus has developed among Indian
leadership. Their future could either be
bright or clouded.

Faustian Risks and
The Arizona Future

Despite reasons for optimism in the
Standard World, there could be new and
perhaps major problems on the way to Ari-
zona's centennial of statehood in 2O12. In
most discussions of the long-term future,
examples are ciLed of Lechnological innova-
tions and breaktbroughs that could have
a positive efiect. It should be recognized,
however, that these advances are often
a mixed blessing. Here we list possibilities
for technology to produce problems.
I. Gradual and/or Sudden Contanination

or Degradation of the EtuDitonnent.
Projections indicate a gradual buildup of

Colorado River salinity to a point where
corrective action will probably have to be
taken before the turn of the century. This
subtle problem was an unforeseen conse-
quence of agricultural changes in the Upper
Basin Colorado States, and illustrates that
an environmental balance can be unwit-
tingly upset, Arizona's dependence on many
Iarge - scale projects such as power and flood
conlrol dams, high voltage power [nes,
and pipelines, while necessary for life in the
desert Southwest. are not without attendant
risks. A failure of any of these could have
spectacular life and death consequences.

II. Dangerous Political Beliefs.
Although the future of Mexico appears

bright, there can be no guarantees in the
field of political forecasting. If political
instability occurred, the effects on Arizona
could be catastrophic. A long period of
turmoil or civil war could result in tens of
millions of Mexican refugees flooding into
the American Southwest. Arizona itself
could unwillingly be drawn into the violence.

Even in a completely peaceful atmosphere,
future Mexican"American border relations
may occur in a context where illegal.immi-
gration could, for the ftst time, be success-
fully halted. Technological developments
in computerized barier movement control
systems, assisted by cheap seisrnic sensors,
read oui to space-based satellites could
effectively seal off the border. We certainly
do not advocate this technology, but instead
point out that even its existence could lead
to a number of upsetting consequences.
Charges of forcible population control could
lead to complex issues of either "techno-
cracy" or "Caeserism."
III. Dongerous Personal Choices.

By 2012 the individual American may
face any of the following personal choices:
sex selection of children, use of widely
available "safe" mood-affecting drugs,
electronic stimulation of pleasure centers, or
radical alteration of physique and physical
appearance. The long-term social conss
quences of these choices can only be dimly
foreseen, but they are most surely immense.
Complete social transformation could ul-
timately evolve, swamping the effects of
olher physical and economic Lrends.

While t hese problems affect all A merica ns.
Arizona is especially likely to feel their im-
pact. Perhaps more than any other state,
Arizona is dependent on complicated infra-
sLmcture of very large-scale engineering
projects, and its location adjacent to Mexico
involves it intimately in the future of that
naLion. Moreover. Arizona s emphasis on an
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enj oyable lifestyle may rnake it more amena-
ble to the effects of dangerous personal
choices. These issues are raised to emphasize
that Arizona's future may contain problems
and risks LhaL are, at present. only minor
irritations.

Tourism Issues
One of Arizona's greatest advantages

arises frorn the enormous land bank that
history has given it. FuUy 69 percent of total
state Land area is under Federal or Indian
jurisdiction. The remainder is held by state
(13 percent) and private ownership (18
percent). Despite this large amount of open
space, tourist overcrowding does occur at
particular Arizona attractions. The Grand
Canyon is one example.

Lake PoueLl. a. nan-mad.e lathe in the northeastem
part of the sta.te, ptovid.es extensiue recreational
opportunittes. Lake Powe alone has rnore miles of
shorcIine than the Califomia coastLine.

During the late 1960s , two million visitors
came to the Grand Canyon annually. This
has now increased to over three million At
peak summer periods 30,000 individuals
yisit the Canyon on a single day, mainly
crowding onto the southern rim. In the past
few years traffic j ams have become so severe
in Grand Canyon Village, the main tourism

service area, that the National Park Service
has banned automobiles from key road-
ways. Cunent plans call for a freeze on the
number of overnight facilities within the
Park itself. The result is almost certainly
going to be an increased competition for
overnight facilities which are not located
within the Park.

At present, a small town called Tusayan
exists to serve this purpose. Many persons
feel T\rsayan represents the worst kind of
tourist facility, constructed in a gaudy
manner with inferior services for the tou-rist.
This is considered particularly offensive
because it forms the first impression
of the Canyon lor millions of visitors, A
major neglected problem in this regard is
that excessive concentration of the facilities
in one area leads to an unintended conse-
quence of encouraging unregulated spillover
development at the Park entrance. It should
be remembered ihat the Grand Canyon

Sedana in Red Rock Country, and. Ptescott (right)
are exanples ol Arizono touns thdt may expeience
substantia.l gtottth in the late 80s and Ws.
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The Grand Canyoa the state's number one attmc-
tioa is visited by more than 3 mi ion uisitors
annuallr. Major controuersr uill cente. a.ound its

National Park is as large as the state of
Delaware and receives fewer visitors than
some New York City art museums. With
such a large area, it seems unfortunate that
most of the visitors should be crowded
inLo a few square miles at Lhe south rim

visiior's center. If the visitors were more
evenly distributed, their experience could
be enhanced, and the environment preserved.

An analysis of the desirability of addition-
al visitor centers should consider a wide
variety of factors and we do not suggest a
conclusion. Whether or not increases in park
facilities are considered desirable, current
trends left alone will make the uncontrolled
growth of poorly designed spillover tourist
facilities a near certainty. This could ad-
versely affect Arizona's national image as a
desirable tourist attraction.

Prescott's To rL n Sq uare.



The issue of spreading out the tourists
also applies to many other areas of the state.
Popular camping and hiking spots are
crowded while equally attractive places
are virtually empty. If alternative trails,
facilities and roads are built, the outdoor
experience could be enhanced for all. Failure
to develop specific progtams will ensure an
uneven distribution of the tourists and seri'
ous crowding in certain well-known areas.

Transportation
Arizona is a large state of 113,900 square

miles in area. Over 5,000 miles of core high-
way mileage with an additional 1,000 miles
of supplemental routes make up its road
network. Currently, over 95 percent oI all
personal travel in Arizona is by automobile,
Clearly Arizona has been developed based
on auto and truck transportation. There are
currently over 1.2 million automobiles regis-
tered in the state of Arizona with an addi-
tional 3 million expected by the year 2000,
according to official estimates.

The question is often raised since the
onset of the energy crisis as to the future
viability of the private automobile. It is
raised within the context of the fuNure
impact on both the growth of Arizona and
the viability of the existing Arizona economy.

Firsl, we would suggest thal, Arizona is
not unique in its dependence on the private
automobile and truck as the primary
means of transportation. Every city in the
United States is to a great extent dependent
on the automobile. Should the automobile
no longer be a feasible means of transporta-
tion. it would cause the reconstruction of
the entire American economy. It also could
be said that the same would apply to many
economies thr:oughout the vrorld. With
such a worldwide dependence on the auto
industry, it would seem highly unlikely that
within the foreseeable future the private
car would cease to be the important trans-
portation element that it is today.

With regard to a future decline of the
availability of oil, it should be noted that

current technology suggests conservatively
the average American car should get about
40 miles per gallon by the late 1980s. The
question may still be asked: What would
happen if the oil runs out? There is no rea'
sonible evidence at present that the world is
about to run out of petroleum during the
next lew decades. Recent Mexican discover-
ies, together with other promising areas
under exploralion, would indicate that ade'
quate petroleum suppJies will be available
through the end oI this century, if not beyond.

Furthermore, existing technology for the
conversion of coal into gasoline is currently
feasible at a price which would maintain
the private automobile on a cost effective
basis. Hudson Institute studies indicate
that with existing technology an equivalent
cost of about $20 per barrel of oil can be
achieved, Such a cost is only slightly above
the current world price of oil. The United
States alone has enough coal reserves to
assure energy from this source for conver'
sion into gasoline for at least 200 to 300
years. In fact, gasoline-from-coal refineries
could even be built in Arizona. Moreover,
technological advances in batteries make
electric automobiles another long-term
viable option. The point is not to suggest
that gasoline from coal or electric cars will
be the way of the future, bul rather to show
that there are several alternative means lo
insure energy supplies for the private
automobile for years to come.

The outlook for Arizona's roads is not so
bright. ltecent increases in construction
costs and a slow growth in gas tax revenues
since the onset of the energy crisis have
caused a major gap to appear between Ari-
zona s necds lor road building and main-
tenance and the gasoline taxes which sup-
port such efforts. Estimates by the state
transportation plan suggest a gap of $3.5
billion between now and the end of the
century. This gap is particularly significant
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when the rapid growth of Arizona's urban
areas is considered. Both Phoenix and
Tucson have among the lowest amounts of
freeway or expressway mileage in the na-
tion. The growth of these two urban areas
is likely to bring on serious traffic conges-
tion in the relatively near future. If these
problems are not dealt with, the viability
of central Phoenix and Tucson could decline.
Since lhe possibility of such construction
from Federal interstate funds is highly un-
likely, Arizona will face a serious challenge
in funding its transportation needs during
the rest of this century. In any case, unless
Arizona maintains its highway system, the
economic stability of the state could be im-
paired. In particular, continued tourist
development is dependent on good quality
roads both in the major metropolitan and
rural areas of the state.

A New "Desert"
Arizona has become largely responsible

for redefining the very term "desert."
Before 1950, a desert was widely perceived
as a harsh, forbidding u ilderness area in-
capable of supporting any considerable
population. Today, a desert has become an
appealing landscape, an altractive place
to live, and a new kind of adult playground.
In theory, of course, it would be possible
to ban any future development in the desert,
and some advocate this on the gtounds of
preserving a g"eat wilderness. But this ac-
tion would only preserve the physical area in
a museum-like manner. The psychological
perception of the deserthas changed forever,
and no law can turn this back. In terms of
the mental images connoted by a word, the
term desert has undergone an irreversible
redefinition during the past 30 years.

An even broader interpretation can be
placed on Arizona's role in the redefinition
of desert. Strictly speaking, the tra-
dilional definition of desert is not confined
exclusively to arid regions where sand,
cactus, and sagebrush predominate. A desert
is aay harsh uninhabited zone. In this

sense, Arizona's growth presages thd estab-
lishment of man's habitaL into regions
which ofler the opportunity for aesthetic
and recreat"ional pursuiLs in aLLracLive arms
which are often found in the world's deserts.
Already, the United States has exper-
ienced population explosions in cerLain areas
that could, at one time, justifiably be de-
scribed as deserts. One only has to travel
through the Rocky Mountains to rvitness
this. Eventually, major population settle-
ments may develop in what, so far, have
been considered remote wilderness areas. In
aggregate, the Mountain Srates have
experienced the largest percentage increase
in population during the 1970s of any group
in the nation.' Once termed "the great
American desert." these states are now
becoming among the most desirable loca-
tions in which to live and work. Other
evidence points to a revival of growth in
the nonmetropolitan counties of the nation.
This reverses a long period when these
regions were sending population to the ma"
jor metropolitan centers. Of course, not
all metropolitan areas are participating in
what has been termed a rural renaissance.
Broadly speaking, those nonmetro areas
located near recreational sites with
access to major highways have received
most of the growth.

What does such a trend portend for the
nation as a whole? The United States and
many other developed naiions may be on the
r erge of a new form of population migra-
tion of major proportions. For a number
of years, it has been held that urbanization
was one of the singular features of econ-
omic development. However, very little was
ever said about "what comes next?" after
development was achieved. Just such a stage
is now being faced by America, Canada,
Japan, Australia and most of Western
Europe. In our vieq a population redistri-
bution will occur that emphasizes decon-
centration. If the development process of
industrialization is characterized by a
spatial implosion ol population to super-
sized cities, so post-industrialization will
'fhe Nlounuin S.aks consGt oltrloniana. Idaho. \rlioning, Colomdo.
Ner'trlexico. Arizon!. Uiah, a.d Nerada.
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be characterized by a spatial explosion of
population to low density habitats. This
would lead to attraction to low density
cities, small towns, and rural areas.

In terms of spatial distribution, post-
industrial America may resemble pre-
industrial America, where population was
dispersed over a wide area. Not just any
areas will be selected for growth. Those with
the most appeal in terms of climate, reqea-
tional opportunity, Landscape, and out-
standing scenery are sure to receive the
greatest influx of newcomers. For these
reasons Arizona is a precursor of future
post-industrial developments.

Migration and Technology
With its pleasant climate, beautiful

location and basic emphasis on lifestyle,
Arizona will necessarilv be a magnet for fu-
ture population migration. Here lies a
fundamental issue which is at the heart of

regional migration trends. For the most part,
the reasons households change residences
has more to do with what Lhey are moving
to rather than what they are leaving behind.
This simple observation can go a long way
to understanding a number of migration
trends. In our view, phenomena such as the
so called flight from the cities are mis-
nomers because they emphasize what is left
behind rather than what is being gained.
People move to the suburbs and Lo the Sun-
belt simply because that is now where
they prefer to live. There is really little
conscious decision to abandon a city or
region, although if enough persons make
this decision the aggregate effect may be in
this direction. A fine distinction must be
maintained between a vast collection of
individual location preferences and the ag-
gregate effect of such preferences.

Applied lo the sqcalled Sunbelt shift of
population to the southern rim of the United
States, the notion of what is gained by
changing residences can help dispel the -

belief that a new war between the states
is being fought. Snowbelt-Sunbelt regional
differences may be exacerbared by an in-
creased flow of population and wealth to the
latter area, but this is the result of a great
number of individual household and corpor-
ate location decisions. Population movement
does not come about from any strategy of
penalizing a particular region.

A question arises as to why population
is only now moving to Arizona, the Sunbelt,
the Mountain States, and selected rural
areas. In addition to the obvious reason of
household preferences, a great stimulus is
undoubtedly technological. Formerly, it was
difficult or impossible to live in such areas.
But technological innovations, along with
increased wealth and a fundamental change
in the character of the national economy,PinnacLe Peak Vilkree, north of Phoenix, iLlustrutes

the integrution of comfottable housing uith the
naturul deser t lands c ap e.
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now aUow once languishing areas to thrive.
No longer is industry and population tied
to the transportation, communication, and
ravr m4terial collection sites offered by the
major older cities. Increasingly, growth
can occur in ateas where Americans would
have preferred to live, but were previously
unable to because of lack of economic activity
or difficult conditions. Broadly speaking,
these are not tightly packed high density
cities, but rather low density areas and small
towns, especially in areas that have clima-
tological or recreational appeal.

Technological changes have thus had their
greaLest impact in allowing people to do
what they have always wanted to do. This is
quite different from the view that technology
determines the character of life. To cite
one example, the increased use of air condi
tioning for summer cooling has been a far
more important factor in determining
American regional population shifts than
many persons would care to admit. But
clearly, air conditioning do€s not determine
where Americans live. Rather, air condi-
tioning effectively opens up large swaths
of the nation to major habitation; areas
u hich once were denied to mosl Americans
because of hot summer climates. It is in this
sense that lifestyle considerations deter'
mine technological adaptation.

It is useful to dwell on this poinN and
contrast it with other post-industrial images
of the future. For most futurists, in fact,
emphasized the technological aspects of
society. If they are optimistic, they describe
a "push button" economy where so much
excess wealth exists that two- or tbree'
dav work weeks become common. This, in
Luin. leads l,o a highly urbanized 'learning
sociely" where institutions of higher edu-
cation become the leading force for innova-
rion and change. Such a "technotronic
society" is characterized, indeed organized,
about the pervasive presence of machines,

computers, and exotic gadgets.
Alternatively, technological pessirnists

point to a nightmare world of overcrowded
cilies, massive air and water poJlulion.
and cbronic shortages of essential raw ma-
terials, Such a future world either would
collapse from a techrologically induced eco'
logical breakdown and resource shortage.
or would have many people [ving badly as
i[ some contemporary Asian cities. It could
be thought of as the entire nation turned
into a huge 1940s Pittsburgh- industrial-
ization gone berserk.

Both of these technology-dominated fu-
tures share certain comlnon features. In
addition to their implicit assumption thaL
the same kind of urbanization which has
occurred in the past will carry on into the
future, both take almost no notice of history.
More specifically, both ignore the force of
200 years of American social history.
The myths, metaphors, and inchoate
desires of the American people express deep
sentiments that ought to be accounted for
if one is to accurately project the future
directions the nation will take.

Whether optimistic or pessimistic. images
of the future which presume that the central
feature of society will be the way techro-
logy shapes lifestyles risk missingsome very
important trends. While an abstract de-
bate between optimists and pessimists has
been going on, a great many Americans have
made known their own preferences. Unfor-
tunately, the empirical evidence suggested
by recent migration trends has been largely
neglected from this debate.



Arizona's growth in particular is especially
interesting in this context for three reasons.
First, Arizona is still largely undeveloped
and is in its crucial growth phase at a time
when there is a vast increase in regulatory in-
tervention into both the private sector ahd
the growth process. This intervention comes
from Federal, state, and local government.
Much has been wrilten abour Lhe excessive
costs that regulation can cause consumers.
However, this regulation was largely absent
during the comparable growth phases of
both California and Florida. Many experts,
for example, would share the conviction that
l'lorida s growth could serve as a textbook
case for ho\ nor ro grow. A lack oI major
regulatory effort is also one of the key
features that distinguishes Arizona from
California growth. Of course, only time will
tell which way is better. Nonetheless, the
role of government regulation in developed
nations is unlikely to decrease in the years
ahead and Arizona is the first rapidly grow-
ing American state to expedence substan-
tial regulatory impacts before the fact.
Regulations of an excessive and counter-
productive nature can be highly detrimental
as mosL persons would agree. However,
it should be recognized that without regu-
lation, uncontrolled g"owth can lead to
the very destruction ofwhat is most valuable.
Arizona serves as a test case for develop-
ment under these new conditions.

A second unique feature of Arizona devel-
opment is the context of regional decline
in which it takes place. Earlier rnigrations
to California had an air of developing a "new
land" to them. 'l'his led to an ebullient
boosterism and almosL naire oplimism
about the future. While Arizona is optimis-
tic, the euphoria is more subdued. One of
the strongest convictions held by many

Arizonans is to not let happen there what
has happened in other places. The national
turmoil of the Iate 1960s and the near
collapse of several northern cities has had
a positive therapeutic effect on Arizona.
These were events that were not incorporated
into the world view of other rapidly grow-
ing areas.

A third feature of Arizona development
that makes it particularly interesting is that
it has remained relatively unscarred by
industrialization. While other areas of the
nation were being dominated by the man-
made landscape of factory and plant,
Arizona was undisturbed. excepL for mining
activity. The reasons for this were partly
economic. At lhe Lime lhal othpr regions
were beingshaped, the Southwest desert rvas
too hostile an environment in which to
grow. Other factors were also responsible
for a lack of development. Those in charge of
the extractive industries in Arizona did
not encourage growth simply because a
greater number of businesses and people
would only get in the way of their activities,
perhaps even challenging some of their ac-
tions. 'l'his delayed the growth of the state
for many years, but it also perrnitted even-
tual development thai did not require the
creative destruction of outdated facilities.
Some of the greatest problems of the North-
east are due to the age of the infrastructure
which was designed in and for an earlier
era. In Arizona, a consequence of this has
been the simultaneous occurrence of two
economic revolutions. Service sector and
manufacturing employment are both ex-
panding. This simple fact has had a g"eat
deal to do with the economic vitality of the
state.
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The Post-Industrial Landscape
The special hislorical laclors influencing

Arizona's development have produced the
serendiiritous effect of creating a post-indus-
lrial state. A socieNal synthesis that com'
bines affluence, technology, and aesthetics
is the most" importanL process occurring in
Arizona. We suggest that a similar process
is even now a major force in the nation,
and will be the distinguishing feature of
post-industrial America.

The basic trend is to seek ways to use
affluence and technology in an aesthetically
salisfying manner to creaLe a harmonious
whole that incorporates the natural and
man-made. Two hundred years of American
history strongly suggest that lhis combin-
ation will emphasize the natural landscape,
wirh the man-made embedded in this en-
vironment to permit pleasant living. One of
the most interesting manifestations of
this mighL well occur in nonmetropolitan
areas- Rural areas and small towns can
enjoy urban infrastructure and ameniLies
at a cost that becomes increasingly reason-
able as a result of affluence and technology.

Related to this image ol the future is the
long tension that has historically existed
between the demands of a technological
society and the desire Jor a natural, unen-
cumbered living environment. We believe
lhe time is ripe for a synthesis, or fusion,
of these seemingly disparate notions. We
also believe that in manv parts of America,
such as the Southwest and Northwest, just
such an exlraordinary synthesis is begin-
ning to occur. The emergent lifestyle is one
designed to emphasize the outdoors, na-
ture, and self-actualization, but together
wilh, rather than apart from, a high material
standard of living and the active use of
advanced technology. Basically, \,/e see this
process as bringing together technology
and aesthetics to achieve a long held Ameri'

can desire to live in a natural. outdoor
environment. The decisive factor is not the
allegedly "soft" quality of aesthetics or the
allegedly "hard" quality of technology,
but rather the human factor that synihesizes
the two elements.

We are not suggesting Lhat lhe lilestyles
found in Arizona or elsewhere will be either
totally without problems or uniformly ad-
rnired. Indeed, this lifestyle may even look
positively unal Lractive l,o some. BuL this
phenomenon is well known: elites of one era
often tend to look down on new social de'
velopment. This is not a matter of "good"
or "bad" lifestyles, but rather a matter
of taste.

In conclusion,we leel confident that
Arizona is developing one of the preferred
lifestyles of the future. Arizona may indeed
be a development prototype for post'
industrial society.
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